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was not believed to be present in
certain persons and that they
could therefore be exploited or
killd. lndeed, a society that does
not believe in the dignity of life
cannot offer any argument
against murder. It becomes a
culture that has lost its faith in
life and cannot comprehend why
it should be endured.

lnstead we should continue to
affnn ttrat all human Iives are
firll of value, meaning and
ridmess even though persons
maybe aged or dependenl

After all her long years of
service to Scotland, Margo
MacDonald should realise that
many Scdts will never believe
that she cannot continue to be of
value to her beloved country. She
shouldrrever believe that her life
will become worthless.
* Dr Calum Marl{ellar b director of
research of thz fuuish Council on
Human Bioethics

Assisted dying means accepting los of dignity
N her Panorarna TV
programme on Monday
on BBC Scotland, Margo
MacDonald MSP indicated
trat Scots should have the

right to decide wtren to end their
lives and that assisted dying
should be legalised.

However, she seems to have
overlooked one consequence of
assisted dying. And this relates
to the manner in which we all
consider human life.

Ever since the Second World
'War, most countries in the world
have agreed that human dignity
is conferred, without exception,
to all human beings and cannot
be lost. For orample, this is
reflected in the 1948 United
Nations' Universal Declaration
of Human Rights which affirms
in its preamble "the inherent
dignity and . . the equal and
inalienable rights of all members
of the human family'.
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Thus if assisted dying is
leCalised in Scotland, itwould
mean .that society would accept
tlat some people can actually
lose their human dignity and
have lives which are no longer
worth living.

Itwould also mean denying
the human dignitywhich is due
to an individual in order for him
or her to be legally killed. In
other words, it would give the
message that human dignity is
only based on subjective choices
and decisions and whether a life
meets certain quality sandards.

Butwe should never go back
to t}le abuses of humanity in the
past in which human diCnity


